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Activity Teacher Notes 2.1
2.1 Know your Island
Levels:

LP, P, S

Focus curriculum areas:

Society and history

Supporting curriculum
area:

Mathematics/numeracy

Key concepts:

Geography of Tasmania, geology, natural and cultural, values,
weather.

Understanding goals
Students become more familiar with the geography of Tasmania and the
locations of our national parks. Students research Tasmanian rainfall and
identify contacts for weather safety information. Students design innovative
ways to measure and record the weather.
You will need
Road map of Tasmania or an atlas (photocopy a page or print the Road map
including national parks [PDF 3.7MB] so it can be marked). Coloured pencils or
pens.
Pre-activity discussion
List all the Tasmanian national parks you have heard of or visited.
On a large map of Tasmania, cut out and place the park names shown on this
PDF [24KB] using blu-tack.
Which national parks did the class note most often? List the five best-known
Tasmanian parks on the board.
Activities
Getting to know Tasmania

1. a) Can you find Tasmania's national parks using our
online interactive Tasmanian parks map or the Tasmanian
parks map PDF? [204 KB]. Use an atlas or road map to
help you. Answers are avaliable here. [PDF 508KB]
b) Research the reasons why they are popular with local,
interstate and overseas visitors.
2. Which national park is the largest?
3a) What does world heritage mean?
b) Name three world heritage sites around the world.
c) What is so special about the Tasmanian Wilderness
World Heritage Area?
4. Look at Tasmania's coastline on
your map. Identify one national park
that is famous for its beaches.
Research a marine reserve.
5. Using an atlas, look at Tasmania's
rainfall. What areas receive the most
rainfall? Where are the driest areas.
6. a) Research the Tasmanian contacts for weather forecast and safety
information that is important for skiing, walking, surfing, boating and
fishing.
b) Identify and list three reasons why is it important to know the weather
forecast.

c) Investigate ways to test the accuracy of weather forecasts.
d) What are the implications of weather being difficult to predict?
Working out the weather
7. a) Design innovative ways to measure and record the
weather at your school. Try to include rainfall, hours of sunshine
and wind.
b) In groups try predicting the weather for one day, two days
and a week in advance. Record your predictions and see how
accurate you are able to be. (Don't watch the weather report!)
c) Follow and record the weather reports for a week. Watch the
weather report on television, or read it in the paper. How much
variation is there in temperature and rainfall across Tasmania?
d) What are some of the implications of the weather being
difficult to predict?
Using an atlas
8. a) Which national park has Tasmania's highest mountain?
Locate and mark it on your map. Which other national parks are
famous for their mountains? Mark on your map two other
mountains. Research and identify the dominant rock types of
these mountains.
b) Collect some local rocks. (First find out where you are
allowed to collect from. Your back garden might be a good
start!) Observe the rocks closely and identify whether there is
evidence to suggest they are sedimentary, igneous or
metamorphic.
c) What do these rocks tell us about the landscape?
9. Where do people go skiing in Tasmania? Mark the places with
a symbol – design your own symbol.
10. Mark four major towns on your map.
11. Look closely at your atlas. Do any of Tasmania's big rivers begin in national parks?
12. What lakes are famous for fishing?
13. Can you name a waterfall found in a park? Mark it on your map using a symbol.
14. Can you name and mark two famous bushwalking tracks?
15. On a piece of board construct a 3-dimensional model or map of Tasmania using edible
materials. Mark the mountain ranges, Hobart and Launceston. (Thanks to Mr Harrison of
Goulbourne St Primary School)
Going further
See 2.3 Tasmania's special places crossword
Resources
Parks Web Site -Visitor's Guide to Tasmania's National Parks
Buckman, G. (1996). A visitors guide to Tasmania's national parks. A comprehensive guidebook
that includes tourist background and walks information.
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2.2 Find the National Parks of Tasmania
Levels:

LP, P, S

Focus curriculum areas:

Society and history

Key concepts:

Research, atlas use

Understanding goals
Students investigate one national park in detail. This may be a
homework/library/websearch/project.
Students calculate the distance and travelling time to national parks near their home.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Activities
Research a Tasmanian national park
1. Choose one national park. (You can use the list in Getting to know Tasmania, or from the
map and list on the Parks and Wildlife web site.)
HINT: You may need to look really closely at the maps and pictures on the website.
What is the park well known for?
What are the popular activities in that park?
What are the common animals in that park?
What type of vegetation is there?
Does it have any special geological sites?
Any Aboriginal sites?
Any European heritage sites?
Present your findings about your park to the class.
Parks closer to home
2. Which two national parks are nearest to your home? Using a road map, see how many
kilometres they are away. Estimate the time it would take to drive there if you drove at 80
km/hr.
3. Choose a national park you would like to visit during your next holidays. Why did you choose
it?
Driving at 80 km/hr, how long would it take to drive there? (Allow an extra 15 mins for
stops every 2 hours.)
What would you like to do there?
What wildlife do you think you might see? Investigate techniques to discover and record
what animals are present in an area.
What are the special features of this park?
What sort of weather can you expect to experience in this park? How would this
information affect your plans to visit?
4. Design a poster aimed at local Tasmanians highlighting one or more national parks and
showing why they are great places to visit.
Resources
Road Map of Tasmania [PDF 3.7MB]
List of National Park Names [PDF 24KB]
Related activity
2.3 Tasmania's Special Places Crossword
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2.3 Tasmania's special places crossword
Levels:

LP, P, S

Focus curriculum areas:

Society and history

Supporting curriculum area:

English/literacy

Key concepts:

Tasmania's unique places

Understanding goals
Students will test their familiarity with Tasmania's national parks.
Activity
Try out our online, interactive Tasmania's special places crossword to test your
knowledge of Tasmania's magnificent national parks. If you get stuck, take a look at
our Visitors Guide to National Parks.
Alternatively, print out the Tasmania's special places crossword PDF [162 KB].
For teachers only! Crossword answer sheet
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2.4 Staying alive
Levels:

P, S, SS

Focus curriculum areas:

Health and well-being

Supporting curriculum area:

Mathematics/numeracy

Key concepts:

Survival outdoors, clothing, first aid, minimising impact

Understanding goal
Students become familiar with what is suitable clothing for
survival in the outdoors in Tasmania and understand that
prior research and preparation are essential.
Recommended materials
Camping/walking clothing examples would help to set the
scene.

a.
b.
c.

Activities
Be well prepared
1. Think about what you would need to take with you in a
game of Tasmanian Survivor – living outside in the wild
Tasmanian highlands, away from shops, buildings and other
people. See Background Note 2b - Planning for a safe trip in
the outdoors
List what clothes you will need to pack. (List clothes
you have, and any you may need to borrow.) Hint: Sometimes it
snows in summer!
List anything else you may need to take with you (include
a tent).
Check your list against the Background Note 2c Bushwalking equipment list and first aid kit.
d. Were you adequately prepared? Which things didn’t you consider? Which areas were
you well prepared for? Were you surprised by any of the requirements listed on the fact
sheets?
e. Review your list and see if you can lighten your load.
2. Why is it so important to be well prepared in the Tasmanian outdoors? List at least four
possible consequences of not being well prepared.
3. Research what hypothermia is. Write a first aid procedure for dealing with hypothermia.
4. Consider doing a Red Cross or St John Ambulance first aid course with your whole class
or with a parent.
5. a) Investigate ways of getting weather reports for Tasmania. Find ways to critically
evaluate and compare the reports you source.
b) Identify why it is so important to be aware of the weather possibilities.
Minimising your impact
To learn about minimal impact, see Background Note 2b - Planning for a safe trip in the
outdoors.
6. Give three reasons washing your hands when camping is important.

7. Why does the Parks and Wildife Service recommend boiling all drinking water for three
minutes?
8. What are the some of the advantages of cooking your meals on a fuel stove instead of a
fire?
9. In areas with toilets, we recommend using them. In areas without toilets, you need to
bury your waste in a 15 cm hole, 100m for water sources or camps. Research why this is
the case.
10. What are the benefts of staying on the track when walking?
An overnight adventure
11. Plan to go on a real overnight trip. It may be camping in the back garden, in the
holidays, on the school oval or a school camping trip. Use your knowledge from the
exercise above to make lists of what you will need. The day before you leave, ask a friend
to help you check everything you plan to take - four eyes are better than two!
Going further
Watch the inspiring film, Alone Across Australia, about John Muir's solo journey across the
country. Answer the questions within the
• ABC study guide [PDF 769KB]
• Red Cross
• St John Ambulance
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2.5 Is it warm enough? - Testing the warmth of fabrics
Levels:

P, S, SS

Focus curriculum areas:

Health and well-being

Supporting curriculum area:

Science

Key concepts:

Insulation, experience

Understanding goals
Students cooperate in groups to test the warmth of fabrics. They compare and contrast the
insulation properties of various fabrics.
You Will Need
• fan
• bucket of water
• ice cubes
• synthetic tops
• woollen jumpers
• cotton tops
• thermal tops
• and/or fabric samples

Activities
1. a. Wrap your fist and lower arm in one of the tops. Hold it in front of a fan set on cool.
Note how your hand feels. Does it feel insulated? Rate how warm your hand feels on a
scale of 1–5. (Only the first students will be able to do this part.)
b. Dip your hand, wrapped in the top, in the bucket of icy water. Rate how warm your
hand feels on a scale of 1–5.
c. Hold your hand in front of a cool fan. Rate how warm your hand feels on a scale of 1–5.
d. Repeat with the other fabrics.
e. What did you notice? Which fabrics were warmer?
2. Write a scientific report on this experiment. Include your aim, materials, method,
results and conclusions.
3. a) Imagine you may be caught out in the rain on a cold day – what clothes would it be
best to wear? List each item from head to toe, and the reason why you chose each of
them.
b). Compare your list with other students in the class and discuss.
4. List other important things you need to take when you go walking in the bush.
Going further
Design a practical exercise to investigate the waterproof properties of various fabrics.
Design a practical exercise to investigate the insulation properties of various building
materials.
To learn about what clothes to take, see planning your walk.
Related activity
2.4 Staying alive
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2.6 Survivor! - sheltering from the weather
Levels:

P, S, SS

Focus curriculum areas:

Science

Supporting curriculum area:

Society and history

Key concepts:

Shelter, Aboriginal culture, survival

Understanding goals
Students cooperate in groups to design their own temporary shelter.
Students will research Aboriginal bush culture.
Pre-activity
Learn to tie basic knots, invite an expert into the class. (Sailors are often
good at knots!).
Collect different types of natural fibres (stringy bark, various types of
native grass) that you could use to tie things together with. Predict
which fibres you think will hold the knots, experiement tieing knots and
rate them 1-5 for the easy of tieing and 1-5 for strength.
Research Aboriginal shelters and materials used.
See Background Note 2b - Planning for a safe trip in the outdoors.
You will need
• sapling poles of various thickness and length
• twine, strips of flax or reed, or string
• branches with dense leaves
• large cardboard boxes
• sheets of plastic
• other shelter-building materials
• watering can and water
This activity could be done either in local bushland, on camps or in the school
grounds (in consultation with the grounds-person!)
Activities
1. a) In groups using allocated materials, build a shelter for two people. You will need to
consider protection from rain and wind and provide space for two people to lie down.
b) Alternatively, make a model of a shelter on a board (A3 or larger) using mud, sticks,
leaves, bark and rocks.
2. Place sheets of dry paper under your finished shelter and ask your teacher to do the
‘watering can test’. The teacher will pour water over the shelter to see how wet the paper
gets. If you are not satisfied that you would stay dry if it rained, adjust your shelter.
3. Give your shelter a rating for its strength against the wind, how well it keeps people dry
and your design. Ask your teacher to rate your shelter on the same criterion. How does
your rating compare to your teachers?
4. If there are enough materials for all students, you may be able to camp to try out your
shelters, either at school or in local bushland.
5. What is a midden? Identify the

factors important to Aboriginal people when they decide on a campsite location. Work out
why middens are now protected places.
6. Research and list some behaviours of indigenous people pre-1900's which would have
helped them to cope with the harsh winter weather.
Going further
See the Aboriginal Education Resource Centre.
Survival
Watch the video about Tasmanian Aborigines called
"Manganini". Discuss all aspects of surviving in the
Tasmanian environment.
Transport
Create a raft by tying together 2 or 3 litre milk
containers. Using a bath, pond or pool check that your
raft floats. Estimate the heaviest and the largest load your raft is able to carry, experiment
and see how accurate your estimation was.
See the Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery - Aboriginal watercraft.
Many thanks to Frank Cooper of Waddamana Field Study Centre, and Peter Harrison and
students of Goulburn Street Primary School for this activity.
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2.7 How well designed is your tent?
Levels:

P, S, SS

Focus curriculum areas:

Science

Supporting curriculum area:

Mathematics/numeracy

Key concepts:

Cooperation, technological solutions, weight

Understanding goals
Students work co-operatively in groups.
Students compare and contrast design features and technological solutions using tents as an
example. They look at the characteristics of different fabrics and materials.
You will need
• Support staff or parent help
• At least two different styles of two-person tents
• weighing scales, preferably two sets
• fabric/material samples
See Background Note 2b - Planning for a safe trip in the outdoors
Teacher Note: keep tents and their parts separate. Two small groups can go outside together.
Activities
1. In small groups, students will practice putting up a tent in a grassy area of the school
grounds.
a. Before putting your tent up, use scales to weigh each part. Record each weight in the first
column of the chart below:
Weight tent 1

Weight tent 2

Tent Inner
Fly
Poles
Pegs
Carry Bag
Total tent weight
b. Put up your tent. (Leave about 5 m between tents so that pegs and tent parts don't get
mixed up.)
c. Sketch your tent.
2. a) Fill in the TENT 2 weights on your chart, using the measurements from
the other group. Compare the weight of the components (parts) for the two
tents. Note which parts are the heaviest and which are the lightest.

b) Compare and contrast the two designs. What do you notice about the different fabrics used?
Would you and a friend fit comfortably inside? Look for the advantages and disadvantages of
each tent. Which tent would you prefer to sleep in, and why?
c) Carefully pull down your tent. Return to class with the tent.
3. Write a brief description for a camping magazine about the features of both tents, including
the advantages and disadvantages.
4. Use your imagination to design a lightweight tent suitable to carry, to store provisions and to
sleep in. Say what types of fabric you would use and note any special design features you would
include. Think about ventilation and where you would store your gear. Do a 3D drawing of your
tent.
5. Sleeping bag race: This could be practised in
the classroom. Teacher Note: Set clear
boundaries of what is and is not allowed.
a) Imagine due to bad weather you are in a
hurry to get into your sleeping bag. Use a stopwatch to time how long it takes you to unpack
a sleeping bag and climb in.
b) The morning is clear and beautiful. You are
in a hurry to get moving. Race again to get out
and pack it completely into its bag.
Minimising your impact
6. a) In areas where campfires are permitted,
why is it an offence to leave fires unattended?
Give at least two reasons.
b) Give three reasons why you think campfires
might not be permitted in some areas.
c) Why do campers need to take all rubbish
home with them?
d) Design a set of imaginary rules for camping in your school ground.
Going further
As a class, plan an overnight camp in a national park, local bushland or on the school oval.
Work out and list what needs to be organised, who needs to be contacted etc. In groups
undertake preparation for trip.
See our web pages on Leave No Trace.
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2.8 Food for camping – keeping it light

a.
b.
c.
d.

a.
b.

c.

Levels:

P, S

Focus curriculum areas:

Health and well-being

Supporting curriculum area:

Mathematics/numeracy

Key concepts:

Nutritional food, weight

Understanding goals
Students recognise the components of a balanced diet and adequate nutrition for
camping trips.
You will need
Scales to weigh food
Students or teacher to bring food from list
See Background Note 2d - Foodlist for extended walks
Pre-activity
Discuss the difference between needs and wants. Make two lists of food titled
NEEDS and the other WANTS.
How would your food needs and wants differ from someone from a different
country?
Activities
1. Discuss and list the main food groups.
List five high-energy foods that are healthy and nutritious.
List five foods that are high in protein.
List five sources of carbohydrate.
List five natural foods that are high in natural sugar.
2. Investigate ways of preserving food, historically and current technologies.
3. Work out a menu for two people, for four days (three nights). Work out what
quantities you would need from the food list for extended walks.Students bring in
the food from their own list for a lightweight meal (breakfast, lunch or dinner).
a) In pairs, weigh it and then prepare it perferably using a fuel stove or outside
fire.
b) Were the quantities enough to satisfy your appetite?
c) Write a paragraph of recommendations about your meal or your recipe for other
students to read.
4. Plan a bush walk where you can prepare and eat your lightweight meals.
Dehydrating food
5. You will need:
• food dehydrator or access to an oven with flat trays
• power point timer
• various types of fruit including banana, apple, pear, strawberry
Chop up fruit late in the day and put it in the dehydrator or oven
on very low heat.
Check you know how to set the timer and that it is working
correctly. Set timer to start so that fruit will be ready around 7 am.
(Apples in a dehydrator generally take around 10–12 hours.) Enjoy
your healthy snack for morning tea.
Make up a recipe to use your dried fruit.
Related activity– global comparisons
3.2 Rice for a day
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2.9 Pack it up - weighing up what to take
Levels:

P, S, SS

Focus curriculum areas:

Health and well-being

Supporting curriculum area:

Mathematics/numeracy

Key concepts:

Self sufficiency, creating and pursuing goals

Understanding goals
Students will identify essential overnight bushwalking
equipment.

a.
b.

Activities
1. Bushwalkers setting out on an overnight walk face the
problem of having to carry enough gear to be self-sufficient
in the bush. Some gear is essential, some is not.
List items (including clothing) that you think are
essential to be self sufficient.
Why are they essential?
Have a look at our Background Note 2c - Bushwalking
equipment list and Background Note 2b - Planning for a safe trip in the outdoors for ideas
on what you should take.
2. In the PDF [68 KB] or using the boxes below, enter the weight in kilograms of the items
you would take on a two day bushwalk (the typical weight ranges of these are listed to the
right to help you select whether you would take the lighter or the heavier model).
3. How much weight will you be carrying? What non-essential items did you include? Did
you trade off a warm sleeping bag for a heavy book? Was your choice of backpack too
small to fit everything inside? Did you have enough food?
Remember that it is recommended that a person carry no more than a third of their
bodyweight. For long, extended walks in the hard conditions found in Tasmania, good
quality sleeping bags rated down to -5 degrees at least are recommended. Tents must be
able to withstand strong winds. The clothing you take must be sufficient to keep you warm
in cold, wet windy conditions, even if you head off in summer.Bushwalking in Tasmania is
very different to walking in warmer areas. Much of the weight of your gear will be needed
to keep you warm.
What is your goal?
4. Where would you like to walk to? Discuss with a partner possible locations.
5. How far would you like to walk? What distance or location would be a real achievement
for you?
6. What else would you need to do before setting off on a walk? List your actions. See
Background Note 2b - Planning for a safe trip in the outdoors.
7. Go on a 1 hour walk to practice carrying your full backback.
Going further
Find out more about Leave No Trace - a set of guiding principles that help minimise our
impact on the places we visit.

Item

Enter
weight

Typical weight range

weight of backpack itself

(1.5kg for small, light pack to 4 kg for large, solid pack)

waterproof pack liner

(about 0.1 kg)

binoculars

(0.2kg for lightweight to 2.5kg for powerful pair)

dry change of clothes

(1.5kg - 3kg)

waterproof jacket

(0.6kg to 1kg)

waterproof overtrousers

(0.5kg)

woollen or thermal
underwear

(0.2kg to 0.5kg)

warm hat or beanie

(0.2kg)

first aid kit

(0.2 - 0.6 kg)

sleeping bag

(from 1kg for a light summer bag to 4 kg for 4 season)

tent

(from 2kg for light 1 person shelter to 5kg for 5 person
winter tent)

toothbrush/toothpaste

0.1 kg

fuel stove and fuel

(0.6 kg without pots to 1.6 kg including pots)

radio/cassette/CD player

0.3kg for personal stereo to 4kg for boom box)

compass

0.1 kg

books for reading

(0.2kg for light paperback to 1kg for heavy novel)

electronic game

(0.2kg )

laptop computer

(2-3kg)

torch and batteries

(0.1kg for light LCD to 0.7 for tungsten bulb)

water

(1.2kg per 1 litre bottle)

sleeping mat

(0.6kg for 3/4 length to 1.0kg for a full length)

food

(1kg for small, dehydrated to 4kg for large, filling meals)

hand trowel/toilet paper

(0.1kg to 0.2kg)

camera

(0.3kg for small compact to 3kg for an SLR and tripod)

TOTAL
kg
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2.10 Supporting one another in tricky situations
Levels:

P, S, SS

Focus curriculum areas:

Health and well-being

Supporting curriculum area:

English/literacy

Key concepts:

Personal identity, teamwork, reflective thinking

Understanding goals
To develop teamwork and appreciation of oneself and others. Students investigate the
individual characteristics and values that they bring to a group. Students identify
where their strengths lie and realise that a strong team is made up of different
personalities, and each individual contributes to the success of a team.
Pre-activity
Please note: This activity requires students to be thoughtful and considerate – no putdowns during or after the exercise. There needs to be trust amongst the class –
everyone needs to be free to share about themselves. (Try asking the class if they are
prepared to "promise to be thoughtful and considerate as this will allow everyone to
be trusting, honest and respectful". This is a promise to be made by everyone, to
everyone in the class. An alternative activity needs to be available to students who
do not wish to promise).

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Activities
1. What are the qualities you admire in other people? Brainstorm/list these on the
board.
What qualities or values are particularly important when you are in a team, or when
there is an emergency? Add these to your list. Consider ways of 'being' in any
situation, not just 'doing' things – for example, being respectful, being thoughtful, being
caring, being generous.
2. Scenario A
Imagine you are setting off on a challenging walk in the mountains of Tasmania, with three
other people.
List the personal qualities needed in the team of walkers (Like being calm, being
considerate, being a leader, being courageous.) Make your own list using the words on the
board and any others you would like to add.
Put a star beside the qualities you have to offer to the group. You will need to choose
at least five qualities. (You don’t have to be an expert in each area.)
In small groups, discuss your lists and the qualities you have starred. In what
situations would those qualities be particularly useful?
Nominate a spokesperson from each group. They tell the class about one quality of
each member of their group. (Choose different qualities for each student.)
Identify with a dot the qualities on your list that you would personally like to improve.
Create a class list of personal qualities.
Discuss the statement – everyone offers something different and valuable.
Discuss situations in life where teamwork is important.
3. Role-play Scenario B
You are walking in a group of four in the mountains of Tasmania. It is
late autumn and the time is about five o’clock in the afternoon. Clouds
have come in rapidly and it looks like rain. You suddenly realise you are

off the track and lost. You know that it will be dark within two hours and the hut you are
aiming for is one hour away. One person in your group has
very painful blisters.
a. Imagine how you would feel and take turns to discuss that
with the group. What would be your concerns and fears?
b. Evaluate your situation and in turn work out what personal
qualities and strengths each of you would bring to the group.
Work out together your course of action as a group.
c. Role-play how you would deal with the situation. You may
want to have a narrator explaining what is happening while
the others act it out. One person could have the blisters, one
person could deal with the blisters, and two people could work
out what to do next. Remember to include your skills and
qualities from your list.
d. Show your play to the class.
e. Develop a concept map addressing your physical preparation, personal qualities, first aid
strategy and the order of problem solving.
a.

b.
c.
d.

Follow-up scenario
Set up an ‘outdoors event’, a scenario where students work through a real situation in
teams. Half the class could set up mystery orientation routes around the school with
challenging decisions to make along the way. The other teams follow their clues and solve
them on the way. Alternatively, you may organise a class bushwalk where teams go via
different routes and return within a certain time-frame, with problems to solve along the
way.
Students identify and discuss what personal qualities they brought to the group.
Create a class list of personal qualities.
Discuss the statement – "Everyone offers something different and valuable".
Going further
Books
The Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook, Joshua Piven & David Borgenicht, Chronicle,
San Francisco California 1999. (Fiction about being lost in the desert.)
Hatchet, Gary Paulsen, Piper/Macmillan Children’s, London, 1991. (Fiction about survival
after plane crash.)
High and Haunted Island, Nan Chauncey, Oxford Uni Press, London, 1970. Two schoolgirls
are stranded on the rocky shore of Port Davey, off the Tasmanian coast, in wartime.
Thanks to M. Thompson, S. Bevan and the students at Claremont Primary for assistance
with this activity.
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2.11 Team work in the Parks and Wildlife Service

a.
b.

Levels:

P, S, SS

Focus curriculum areas:

Society and history

Supporting curriculum area:

Health and well-being

Key concepts:

Team support, isolation

Understanding goals
Students investigate examples of teamwork in the community.
Students research what it’s like to live in isolated places.
Activities
1. Compose a list of questions to ask a visitor. Choose someone who works in a job where
teamwork is very important. Invite them to speak to your class.
(Include questions like how many work in your team, what are the roles of team members
and how does each member contribute to the success of the team.)
2. Here are some situations where Parks and Wildlife Service staff work together in teams.
• fighting bushfires and conducting planned burns
• whale rescue
• search and rescue
• repairing tracks.
Choose one of these teams and work out some things you think they do in their
job. What are some the personal qualities that your chosen team members would need?
You can use the personal qualities list to help you.
Develop a senario for one of the above teams. Write a procedure on steps taken to
solve the issues in your senario.
3. National parks are often in isolated places. Staff numbers are often low and people must
live and work closely together. Is that something that interests you? Discuss in pairs what
you see as the advantages and disadvantages.
4. Research the lifestyle on Macquarie Island – find out what it is like living with 13–14
people for a year. (Macquarie Island is managed by the Parks & Wildlife Service of
Tasmania)
5. Make up a 3-minute interview between a reporter and someone who has lived in
isolation. Explain how you solved the problem of living in a tent for weeks coping with your
work mates smelly socks. Show the class.
6. Invite someone who has lived on Macquarie Island or an Antarctic base to visit your
class.
7. Do a team bonding exercise (eg. find different ways to pick up and carry an injured
person)
Going further
Parks and Wildlife's Macquarie Island web pages
Antarctic Division web site
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2.12 Art from Nature
Levels:

LP, P, S, SS

Focus curriculum areas:

Arts

Key concepts:

Research, atlas use, creativity, patterns

Understanding goals
Students will exercise their creativity and sense of design with natural objects.

Activity
The following project requires natural non-living objects. Either bring them into
the classroom or do this in a bush, playground or natural setting.
1. Create an symbolic design (a mandala or
envirosculpture) using natural (not living) objects.
Work in small groups, make a plan and then
implement your ideas. You may like to try using
repeated patterns and colours. Take a photo of
your work.
2. Create a design which shows a gradation in
colour or texture.
For some inspiration, view: Web search for Andy
Goldworthy's Images
Tim Pugh

Background Notes 2a
2a Tasmanian parks and reserves online
We would like to welcome you to some of the world's
most beautiful places. Tasmania has coastal national
parks
with pristine beaches, marine reserves protecting cool
temperate plants and animals, cultural sites and
mountain wilderness reserves.
Our website www.parks.tas.gov.au has a wealth of
information on National Parks and Reserves, World
Heritage, the rich wildlife, plants, landforms and
threatened species of Tasmania, as well as the many
recreational opportunities within the state.
Spectacular geology is a feature of many of our parks,
find out more on the website.
Tasmania has a rich cultural heritage conserved in
parks and historic sites. Contemplate and contrast upper
class life as it was at Highfield House with the grim life
of convicts on Sarah Island, or maybe visit an early
coalmine or saltworks.
Every page is well worth a visit, why not have a look at
the following pages:
• Research the latest information on the devil
tumours - a disease that is sweeping across the
state and killing hundreds of devils.
• You will find information about the devastating
threat that foxes now pose to Tasmania, to
agriculture, tourism and wildlife.
• There are visitor’s guides to national parks and
reserves showing panoramic views within several
of the parks.
• There are countless opportunities for
bushwalking and outdoor recreation, which are
fully explored on the website with suggested
equipment to assist you in having a fun and safe
trip.
• Services and management includes our
informational factsheet series covering such
topics as Wildlife of Tasmania, threatened
species, caring for wildlife, walking notes.
There is Pre-visit information for people
intending to visit parks and reserves.
• The volunteer group called WildCare offers a chance to help in the parks
on projects that assist in the management and running of the parks.

Background Notes 2b
2b Planning for a safe trip in the outdoors
Decide where you are going and when. Research what the weather could be like and what
you will need to take with you.
For walks, make sure you:
• tell people your plans and exactly what tracks you
intend to follow.
• tell them when they can expect you back.
• ensure you have all the safety equipment you will
need.
• remember to boil water – drinking unboiled water may
cause a stomach upset.
• carry all your rubbish back with you.
Tasmania is subject to complicated weather patterns. In most
areas rain, sunshine, wind and calm may be experienced in
the same day. In the highlands it may change from balmy
sunshine to blizzard conditions within minutes. Being properly
prepared is the key to enjoyment in the outdoors.
Going Further
Before You Walk - Tasmania's Essential Bushwalking Guide
Our guide to walking safely and softly in Tasmania's wilderness
Why do we have fuel stove only areas?
Our background notes on fuel stove only areas

Check your gear
Packing the right equipment makes the difference between a good experience and a bad
one. If your pack is full of unnecessary stuff you’ll be carrying a heavy load and you won’t
enjoy your walk. (As a general rule, around one-third of your body weight, depending on
fitness, is a comfortable carrying load for most people.)
But if you leave essential gear behind to save weight, you risk discomfort and danger when
weather conditions change.
Correct bushwalking equipment is also important to help minimise your impact on the
environment.
If travelling from mainland Australia, please also be aware that many food items are not
allowed into Tasmania - see details.
Use our checklist to make sure you’re carrying the right equipment.
Essential gear for your comfort and safety
• Good quality tent with built-in floor and poles
• Warm sleeping bag
(kept dry)
• Sleeping mat
• Waterproof jacket and
waterproof overpants
• Warm clothing in layers
(fleece, thermals)
• Spare set of clothes
kept dry
• Sturdy boots, woollen
socks and gaiters
• Gloves, warm hat or
beanie
• Sunhat, sunscreen and
sunglasses
• First aid kit
• Map, compass, whistle
• Toothbrush
• Torch and batteries
• Lightweight, nutritious
food
Optional gear
• EPIRB (emergency
position-indicating radio
beacon) or PLB (personal
locator beacon)
• GPS (global positioning
system)
• Satellite phone
• Sleeping bag
innersheet
• Rope or cordage
• Notebook and pencil
• Books or field guides
• Camera
• Camp shoes
• Playing cards
Fitting it in
All this needs to go inside a sturdy backpack with a full-size plastic liner.

Background Notes 2d
2d Food list for extended walks

When working out how much food to take, you need to allow about 1 kg per person per day. To
ensure that rations last for the period of the walk, divide them into daily packs – and take food for one
day more than your planned trip time. Suggested quantities below are per person for one day.
Breakfast
Food Type

Recommended Quantity

muesli/oats

100 g

powdered milk

100 g

dried fruit

50 g

raw sugar

10 g
Lunch/dinner

Food Type

Recommended Quantity

crackers

40 g

bread (sliced fairly solid, rye or pitabread)

150 g

jam/honey/Vegemite/peanut butter

60 g

cheese

100 g

bacon/salami/tofu

80 g

butter

100 g

pre-prepared packet meal

1 serve

noodles

150 g /or rice 130

fresh vegies (garlic, onion, carrot, capsicum, beans)

200 g (for shorter trips)

dehydrated vegies (peas/carrots/corn

25 g

salt/pepper/herbs & spices

(small amounts)

fresh fruit

2 pieces (for shorter trips)

dried apricots/peaches/raisins

80 g

instant/rice pudding

1

Drinks & snacks
Food Type

Recommended Quantity

coffee

1 teaspoon

tea

2 tea bags

milo

3 teaspoons

nuts/chocolate/lollies

100 g

energy bars

1

oatmeal biscuit

1/2 pkts

soup

2 ‘Cup-a-Soups’

water

allow 2-4 litres per day

